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A Trap for Fictive Hack in the World Between by Andrew Shields 

 

“Better to reign in hell than serve in heaven.”    John Milton 

 

Ambition to become a monarch leads to a trap, stranding characters in the World Below. 

 

 

In the year 6,614, the arch-demon Lysacria was thoroughly bored with the War Below. Demon lords were 

tearing at each other, using every tool and proxy at their disposal to establish a new ruling order; Lysacria 

sensed the futility of it all, and decided to amuse herself with a diversion. 

 

Her specialty was infusing honey in the World Between with various infernal powers, like potions. She 

had a following of alchemists, wizards, and nobility scattered across Caligari and the Iron Principalities. 

She wearied of the clamor for temporal power and rulership from greedy mortals, so she hit upon a 

delightful scheme. Working with a demonic forge and its masters, she commissioned her trap. 

 

 

In a remote cave in the Iron Principalities, a menacing cold iron sword is set in a stone. Etched in 

weathered script was the promise, “Who Draws Forth the Blade Becomes King.” A couple demonically  

inspired hoary crazed hermit types spread the legend of the Kingmaker Stone to eager ambitious youth. 

 

She enchanted the blade so that when it was drawn forth, the sword and the stone and the swordbearer 

were whisked away to one of her obscure grottoes in the World Below. There, the lumpkins would 

receive their new ruler. 

 

 

Lumpkins are blobbish demons shaped by the half-formed drowsing thoughts of evil humans. They are 

almost scary, almost sexy, almost menacing, almost evil, but basically lazy and stupid. Regardless, they 

immediately and without question offer worshipful adoring fealty to whoever arrives in their grotto with 

the iron sword. (Mechanically, they are minions with no modifications or talents.) 

 

There are few decisions of note to make as ruler of the lumpkins. The grotto is sealed off by a vast 

glowing-hot iron gate, protecting the grotto from other areas of the World Below. No diplomacy with 

neighbors or marshaling of armies is needed. Subjects are stupid and lazy (even if they adore and obey.) 

 

The lighting is always a dim red twilight on fungus-crusted rock and bloody streams. Humans do not need 

sleep, food, water, or exercise. The down side to that is that a monarch can always be available to 

lumpkin subjects, who whine about needing judgment on other lumpkins for things like stealing pebbles, 

public mockery, smelling bad, disobeying orders, and so forth. Any lumpkins that are executed are not 

missed, and more show up from time to time as the dreams of Lysacria’s followers continue. There is 

little to relieve the boredom. Time loses all meaning in the World Below. Generally, a day in the World 

Between is a year in the World Below. 

 

Rulers who commit suicide belong to Lysacria, who is likely to laugh harshly and bind them to their 

kingdom forever. 
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The only relief rulers are likely to find is in the hunt. They can ride one of the bigger lumpkins (2 

Wounds), and take others as hounds and beaters. A fungus forest deep in the grotto has unspeakably 

monstrous demons lurking in it, and they can be slain to furnish trophies. 

 

At the very back of the grotto, past dangers and horrors, there is a small crack. Only one Lumpkin knows 

where it is. However, that lumpkin (if identified and befriended) can lead the monarch to the crack, 

fighting clear and climbing for what feels like forever. 

 

At the top of the climb, the monarch must face Lysacria. She offers a choice; the monarch can slide the 

sword into the stone and return to the world as the sword and stone relocate. Or, the monarch can keep the 

demonically enchanted sword of rulership, and accept instead the aging of the years spent in the twilight 

stasis. The monarch has no way of knowing how many years that will be, so the choice may be difficult. 

 

Accepting the Age and the Blade 

The character was gone for 10+1d100 days/years. (Modify if you played through and had an especially 

fast or slow monarch.) Every 10 years of age force-fed to the character either removes 1 permanent 

Wound, inflicts 1 crippling, or removes 3 attribute points. Appearance shifts accordingly. 

 

 The Kingmaker Sword. It is a demonic hand weapon, enchanted so it affects magically armored foes 

and the incorporeal. When the bearer dies, the sword is whisked away to the World Below. 

o Each time it is used, it grants +2 to hit or +1 Wound. 

o It can inflict -2 against each incoming melee or unarmed attack. 

o It adds +10 to attribute tests to intimidate or resist intimidation. 

o All orcs will hold the bearer in reverence. 

o At will, the instinctively aware sword can turn into a snake or a bat-winged lizard, 

automatically slipping free of its holder and racing to rejoin its master. Any who try to resist 

are automatically bitten, and die in 1d5 rounds unless they pass a Brawn test difficulty 15. 

o Demon energy, cold iron! The blade does +1 Wound to fey blooded, and double to full fey. 

 

Returning the Blade 

The character was gone for 10+1d100 days. That is all the time that passed for the character’s body. The 

details of the time away grow hazier and hazier with time, to the waking mind. Every night, the former 

monarch suffers from nightmares of being back in the Lumpkin Kingdom. 

 

 

 A character has been gone for a while (weeks at least), and is rejoining the game. Note that the 

character went after the Kingmaker Blade, and found it. Share a brief description of the maddening 

boredom and banality of the Lumpkin Kingdom, followed by the exciting escape. Offer the player 

Lysacria’s choice; the sword and age, or returning the blade and no real consequences but dreams. 

 A good friend of the characters went in pursuit of the stone alone, and others are looking for it too. 

Seeking to protect their friend, they encounter a hermit who offers them a chance to go after the 

friend; if they accept, they are in the Lumpkin Kingdom with their friend who is driven insane by the 

boredom. Can they rescue their friend? Failing that, can they escape themselves? 

 They find a mummified corpse of an old man in rich clothes, clutching at the sword in the stone. 

 The bearer, grizzled with age, is someone they knew as young not long ago. Now she is gathering a 

reverent orc army and carving out a real kingdom. 


